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focusing on the economy, and especially
on how to stave off the effects of an

expected slowdown ahead of the 2020
presidential election. Economists say the
economy will remain strong in the near
term as momentum builds from all the

tax cuts put in place over the past year,
including the biggest income tax cut in
more than half a century. In the longer

run, economists don’t expect a
recession, but they see a slowdown in

overall growth. [Read our latest guide to
midterm election handicapping here.]

The Congressional Budget Office
projected last month that the Trump tax
cuts would push the economy’s overall
growth from 2.9 percent in 2018 to 2.8
percent by 2020, with average annual

growth over the next decade of 2.9
percent. We would expect the economy
to keep that pace through the midterm

elections and beyond, though any
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slowdown could be enough to tip the
economy into recession before 2020,

according to the Congressional Budget
Office. Mr. Trump, for his part, has

dismissed concerns about a recession —
a view he echoed in an interview this
week with Fox News, though he did

warn the economy could be at risk of an
overheating problem. He has also taken

credit for a strong economy that has
lifted many Americans out of poverty
and increased their confidence about
future prospects. [Read our report on

why the economy is so strong, and what
could happen if it slows.] But the job

market remains strong, with the
unemployment rate near a 50-year low.

The Commerce Department released
data on Friday showing that the
economy added 200,000 jobs in

September, pushing the total number of
jobs created to the best since the end of
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the Great Recession in 2009. The
government has added an average of

222,000 jobs a month in the past three
months. The economy will likely be a

major campaign issue for voters in the
coming months, though few polls

indicate that it will take a back seat to
the Democrats’ attempt to tie Mr. Trump
to the Russia investigation and the high-

profile impeachment inquiry. him and
were sitting by 6d1f23a050
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